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Agenda

❖CloudBees intro

❖ Traditional Jenkins deployments

❖ Jenkins and Kubernetes

❖ Small team and enterprise solutions



What is continuous integration and 
continuous delivery (CI/CD)?

CI/CD pipeline



We are a major Jenkins corporate sponsor
Fueling the growth of a popular open-source CI/CD project

20 million 
automated jobs

Jenkins 2

200,000

implementations

2 million users

Source: http://stats.jenkins.io/jenkins-stats/svg/svgs.html and 
community estimate of behind firewall usage

http://stats.jenkins.io/jenkins-stats/svg/svgs.html


Jenkins ecosystem

1,400+ plugins to cover every stage of the pipeline!

Code & commit Build & config Scan & test Release Deploy



Jenkins traditional – Agents baremetal/VMs



Jenkins traditional cloud – Cloud agent VMs



Why Kubernetes for Jenkins CI/CD?

❖ Lightweight agent containers

➢ Use to execute CI/CD tasks

➢ Reusable

➢ Tooling as code

➢ Spin up tooling quickly

➢ Ephemeral

➢ Efficient use of infrastructure

➢ Cloud-native

❖ Microservices



CloudBees Jenkins distribution

Increased stability

Provide development teams 

with a highly dependable, 

secure Jenkins environment 

curated from the most recent 

supported Jenkins release

Easy setup

Get up and running quickly 

with no manual intervention 

needed; download, install and 

start building cool applications 

in the blink of an eye

Smooth upgrades

Wave goodbye to failed 

Jenkins upgrades, and say 

hello to a seamless upgrade 

experience, verified by 

CloudBees

For small teams



CloudBees Jenkins distribution features

Less maintenance, more secure, and more stable

CloudBees Jenkins Advisor

Keeps an eye out for potential 

issues, and recommends 

updates for your Jenkins

More info

CloudBees Assurance Program

Lists the set of plugins, plugin 

versions, and plugin dependencies 

that CloudBees has tested for 

compatibility and security

More info

Beekeeper Upgrade Assistant

Administrative dashboard that 

works in parallel with the 

CloudBees Assurance Program to 

provide a centralized view of the 

monitored Jenkins plugins, 

recommended actions, and 

configuration options available

More info

https://go.cloudbees.com/docs/plugins/cloudbees-jenkins-advisor/
https://go.cloudbees.com/docs/plugins/cloudbees-assurance-program/
https://go.cloudbees.com/docs/plugins/cloudbees-assurance-program/#_beekeeper_page


Kubernetes plugin

❖ Jenkins plugin

➢ Connects to k8s cluster

➢ Spins up tooling 

containers

➢ Executes CI/CD tasks 

from pipelines on 

containers

❖ Easily installable from 

plugin catalog



Kubernetes plugin configuration

Configure Jenkins access to 

cluster k8s API

❖ Create k8s cloud

➢ k8s cloud name

➢ URL

➢ Server cert

➢ Credentials



Agent pod template

1. Create Docker containers 

with your tooling

2. Upload images to a registry

3. Define agent pod template

a. k8s YAML

b. Define containers



Agent container

❖ Dockerfile defines your tooling

❖ Host in your container registry

➢ Share and reuse

❖ Use images from Docker Hub and 

so on



The Jenkins pipeline

1. Specify the k8s agent

2. Specify the k8s cloud

3. Specify the pod template

4. Use the containers in your 

steps



Spring Pet Clinic

1. Maven build

2. Docker build

3. Push to Docker Hub

CloudBees Jenkins distribution & Amazon EKS demo



Maven 

container
Docker container

Jenkins Agent Pod

CloudBees Jenkins distribution & Amazon EKS demo



CloudBees Jenkins distribution & Amazon EKS demo

Let’s do this!



CloudBees Jenkins distribution + Amazon EKS demo

Sum it up

Repo

Pipeline

Infra

Dev



Single pane view for entire CI/CD

Manage entire CI/CD from central point 

using operations center

Full control and visibility

Automatically deploy masters based on 

templates and control your plugin 

ecosystem and maintain the lifecycle

Shared agents

Share specific agents across masters to 

improve the utilization of specific technology 

and to avoid resource bottlenecks

CloudBees Core

For large enterprises



CloudBees Core AWS Quick Start



Available in AWS Marketplace and Quick Start



Demo code: github.com/jefferyfry

CloudBees Jenkins Distribution in 

AWS Marketplace

Booth 912
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